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CDISC Therapeutic Area (TA) standards broaden the basis for standards to reflect data relevant to specific areas of disease. Technical assistance standards include disease-specific metadata, examples and guidance on the implementation of CDISC standards for different uses, including global regulatory submission.
The purpose of this page is to give readers a better understanding of what to expect, rather than expect, from the TP standard. See also an overview of the therapeutic area user guide module, freely available on the CDISC online learning platform ( . The words used on this page with hyperlinks serve as references to the
last half of the section page. The TP standard usually provides advice, examples and explanations related to the use of the CDASH model, the study data table model (SDTM) and/or the analysis data model (ADaM) and the implementation manual for each human clinical trial in relation to the therapeutic area for which
the manual is named. Recommendations could include: guidance on which domains and datasets to use for data collection and storageSususus services used to display data itemsSassassic for the definition of non-standard (additional) variables, if the currently defined standard variables are not sufficient to perform the
taskAžie on data between domains and data setsEarities may be:Samples of anoonotized case review forms (CRF) corresponding to cdashcdash metadata related to the SDTM dataset SAMPLEME, describing the text and identifying the notes sets with ADaM corresponding notes sets and notes sets with the dataset,
variables and/or value-level metadataTable shells, mock reports, and charts that illustrate the types of statistical analysis that can be performed on the basis of ADaM datasa llexplanations may include:Discussion of why and how standards were applied as shown in the examples , including the clinical context relevant to
modelling decisionsFace (concept maps) illustrating clinical processes, concepts and/or relationships of data elements. to allow readers to familiarise themselves with TAA's brief clinical discussions on some of the more central† concepts to help those who process data (e.g. data managers, statisticians, programmers), to
recognize concepts and to apply CDISC standards accordingly † As far as the team knows. Since the CDISC consists of clinical experts, the choice of concepts to cover, and all clinical discussions related to them, rely heavily on a team of physicians, clinical and regulatory guidelines, academic papers, and contributions
from the organizations that contribute. Clinical Articles and other works consulted by the group during the development of the standard are mentioned, where appropriate, and the full list of the works mentioned and discussed with them is normally included in the Appendices in the References section. The technical
assistance standard does not include: advice on what data to collect or how to analyse it Information and recommendations are already included in the basic standards final controlled terminology Implementation recommendations or terminology for questionnaires, ratings or scales Regulatory guidance or
recommendations Clinical guidelines or recommendations for TP standards are instructions for use. Technical assistance standards shall never replace or replace the basis of the CDISC standards or their implementation manuals, nor should they be used as a substitute for any other CDISC standard. Technical
assistance standards do not repeat content already published in another CDISC standard. Technical assistance standards do not and do not seek to be exhaustive documents on any possible data that could be collected in relation to their specific therapeutic area or indication. Technical assistance standards usually
seek to focus on concepts identified by clinical and regulatory experts as the most common and/or with the greatest interest in their therapeutic area or indication (provided that this concept has not yet been discussed in a more authoritative CDISC standard), but the inclusion of the concept in the standard of technical
assistance does not replace clinical or regulatory recommendations. The recommendations and examples provided in the technical assistance standards are influenced by the development of the current internal standards of the CDISC. If the modelling approach appears to be inconsistent with another published
standard, this may reflect possible or expected changes in standards. Examples of TP standards use CDISC-controlled terminology, if possible, but some values that seem to be controlled by terminology can still be developed or even particularly reliable best guess placeholder values at the time of publication. Do not use
any other source except the CDISC value defined in the NCI thesaurus ( for controlled terminology. As with all CDISC standards, technical assistance standards are live documents. Over time, new standards are being developed that affect others, science can change, etc. The CDISC shall collect errata and other
necessary changes to each TA standard in accordance with COP-001. If a number of significant changes are identified in the Technical Assistance Standard and resources are available, any changes collected will be included in the updated version of the standard. TAUG is the short name prefix (and file name) of GO
standards. Working back: G means a guide, because the purpose of the document is to act as a how-to; U means a user who targets (cdisc standard users, not implementers); and TA means a therapeutic area, as the document is not based on a specific basis, but on a specific therapeutic area or indication. In short:
TAUG stands for therapeutic scope informative data standard focusing on a specific therapeutic area. The Biomedical Concept (BC) is a unit of knowledge created by a unique combination of properties that determines the observations of real-world phenomena in clinical trials and/or health care, reflecting biomedical
knowledge borrowed from medical knowledge, statistical knowledge, BRIDG and CDISC standards. Metadata for for specialities includes the properties of data items that are parts of concepts, controlled terminology for these data elements, and ways in which these concepts are interrelated. BCs are maintained in the
Shared Health and Research Electronic (SHARE) metadata repository. SHARE is an authoritative source of BCs. Concept cards are graphic tools for organizing and reflecting knowledge. These include concepts that are usually included in some type of circles or boxes, and the relationship between concepts denoted by
a connecting line connecting two concepts. Words in a line called word binding or phrase binding indicate the relationship between the two concepts. We define the concept as perceived regularity or sample in events or objects, or in the records of events or objects labeled with a label.– Alberto J. Cañas &amp; Joseph D.
Novak, What is the concept map? Read the rest here. In concept maps, the following coding is used for the classification of concepts in CDISC standards:This classification is based on classes in the Biomedical Research Integrated Domain Group (BRIDG) model (available at: . These pairs of color symbols are used to
highlight the types of things that occur normally in clinical data and thus create common data patterns. Notations for which the class is not assigned a code have a thinner, black outline and no accompanying document. These may include the subject matter of the encoded concepts as well as the characteristics or
characteristics. In the context of CDISC standards, controlled terminology is a vocabulary that has a predetermined meaning and (to some extent) use. You may have had a conversation where two people use different definitions of the same word for growing frustration and/or confusion for all: this type of situation is what
controlled terminology is trying to prevent. Implementing the same definition for variables, values, etc. Cdisc controlled terminology is a value defined in the nci thesaurus, which can be found in: , and which is explained in more detail: Thesaurus+Terminology. CDISC-controlled terminology is available at: . Cdisc basic
standards are the standards on which all other CDISC products are based, hence the name of the foundation. Each The standard focuses on a specific aspect of the processing of clinical data, such as collection or table table, and is intended to be applied to that aspect, regardless of technical assistance or other clinical
context. On the other hand, technical assistance standards are designed (in time) to be applied in any of the areas covered by the basic standards, each in the context of their specific technical support. The Consortium of Clinical Data Exchange Standards is a global non-profit standards development organization. The
CDISC shall develop standards for the transmission and storage of clinical data and metadata, including the technical assistance standards and basic standards on which technical assistance standards are based. For more information, the accelerating standards and therapies is a collaborative initiative that sponsors
many of the TA standards. For more information, the Critical Road Institute is co-founder of the CFAST initiative, along with cdisc, and actively promoting many CFAST sponsored standards. For more information, U.S. National Cancer Institute Enterprise Dictionary Services is a CDISC partner in developing controlled
terminology for use along with CDISC standards. For more information, for more information on these and other CDISC partnerships, see: thank you very much to everyone who has contributed to the development of therapeutic area standards. As with all CDISC products, each TA standard is truly an example of strength
in collaboration. Cooperation.
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